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Efficient Filter Designfor LoudspeakerEqualization*

RICHARD GREENFIELD AND MALCOLM OMAR HAWKSFORD, AES Fellow

Department of Electronic Systems Engineering, University of Essex, Colchester, Essex, UK

The advent of digital storage of audio signals and the availability of high-speed
digital signal processing devices facilitate the implementation of high-order filter functions
for loudspeaker equalization. A method is presented for generating a digital model of
a loudspeaker system from which an efficient compensation filter using an IIR structure
is derived. Application of this technique allows the relative attributes of FIR and IIR
structures to be distinguished and an equalization filter to be realized which provides
simultaneous magnitude and phase equalization.

0 INTRODUCTION between overall phase linearity and polar response.
Bews [2], in a Ph.D. thesis, proposes the use of FIR

From the conception of the Compact Disc (CD) player filters for crossover networks. The linear-phase property
in 1982, digital signal processing (DSP) has had an obtainable with FIR filters enables the high- and low-
ever-increasing role to play in audio systems. The digital pass filters to remain in phase, with the combined output
serial output port that is now commonplace on CD also being linear phase. Hence improved lobing error
players greatly facilitates the application of DSP to the and transient response are achieved. A further advantage
many processes that take place in audio systems and, of digital crossovers, discussed in [2], is the ability to
indeed, permits additional processing, which would incorporate drive unit compensation which, similarly,
otherwise be costly or impractical with analog tech- improves the polar and transient responses of the system.
niques. Theseadvantagesmaywellresultin theuseofdigital

Loudspeaker systems, which are the most nonideal crossovers in the high end of the audio market or studio
components of an audio system, potentially stand to applications. Digital filters, however, have to be part
benefit the most from the powerful processing capa- of an active loudspeaker system which requires separate
bilities available with modem digital signal processors, power amplifiers for each of the drivers. This aspect
Crossover networks, traditionally, have been the source will probably price digital crossover systems outside

_ of both practical and theoretical consternation. For some much of the domestic market. An alternative strategy,
·, of the reasons now discussed, these would appear to therefore, is to use a passive loudspeaker system in

be a good starting point on the road to loudspeaker conjunction with an outboard digital equalizer. The
system improvement. A problem encountered with an- availability of digital outputs from CD players and out-
alog crossover networks arises from the sensitivity of board digital-to-analog converters (DACs) makes the
the loudspeaker response to component tolerances, concept of a standard digital equalizer structure, with
Digitizing the crossover, therefore, reduces these ef- coefficients matched to commercially available loud-
fects, as the component values are now simply coef- speaker systems, a most versatile and attractive prop-
ficients in a digital signal processor. (Tolerances are osition. An outboard equalizer further offers the. ability
now in the form of quantized coefficients.) Another to compensate, at least in part, for cabinet errors such
undesirable feature inherent in analog crossovers, dis- as diffraction at the cabinet edges and internal reflections
cussed by Lipshitz and Vanderkooy [1], is the tradeoff from within the cabinet. Thus a complete compensation

system, taking into account crossover, driver, and cab-
inet errors, is feasible. Being flexible in nature, the

· Presented at the 86th Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, Hamburg, Germany, 1989 March 7-10; revised 1991 specific equalization task can be tailored either to the
April8. loudspeakersystems or to their environment.For ex-
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ample, one may choose to ignore the more directional bearing in mind the requirement for equalization over

aberrations, giving a greater "depth of field" to the a listening space, the value of correcting small aber-
equalization, though a less focused one. rations that occur on the on-axis response and do not

Owing to the potential of digital equalizers in acoustic occur on the off-axis responses seems suspect. Indeed,
applications, the subject has recently received much this form of equalization may prove detrimental to off-
attention, a sample of which is given in [3]-[5]. This axis responses. An alternative strategy is to use an
paper proposes an efficient method of designing the averaged measurement formed from a number of re-

equalizer. Sec. 1 briefly considers some of the issues sponses taken over the finite listening space. Fig. 1
surrounding loudspeaker equalization, such as what shows the responses of a three-way loudspeaker system
form of equalization provides the best Perceived per- measured on axis and averaged over a a number of
formance. Sec. 2 is a brief discourse on current equalizer points in space. The averaged response is formed from
designs and surmises that the total reliance on FIR nine responses measured on a grid spanning _+15° ver-
filters places a heavy demand on existing digital signal tically and _+30° horizontally. (All measurements are
processors. This could be alleviated with the use of taken at 1 m from the assumed acoustic center of the

IIR filters. In Sec. 3, an equalizer system derived from loudspeaker.) Note that both of the responses shown
an IIR model of a loudspeaker system is described and are, effectively, the anechoic response of the loud-
offered as a more efficient solution to the equalizer speaker, as they are derived from an impulse mca-
problem. Sec. 4 gives applications of this design strat- surement which has been truncated prior to the first
egy, including a discussion on its use in the evaluation room reflection. A number of interesting features are
of the subjective importance of phase distortion, revealed by a comparison of the two plots. First, the

average measurement is significantly smoother than

I EQUALIZER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS the axial response. This indicates that a number of the
ripples in the magnitude response are directional

Two important considerations need to be taken into (probably caused by diffraction effects), and therefore
account before design is commenced, 1) what is the do not want specific equalization. If the loudspeaker
desired loudspeaker system response? and 2) what needs system response is assumed to be of finite order (that
to be equalized? is, it can be modeledby a polynomial of finite order),

As well as being of fundamental concern to both
loudspeaker and equalizer design, these two points touch
on precarious psychoacoustic issues. The subject of i
this paper is aimed purely at equalizing an individual ,o_.... _' ..................

loudspeaker system's response; no attempt will be made o,u ......................................................................................................................................
to equalize for room effects. The concept of a perfect .... ...........: : : :::::: ...........2Zi:.2. ..... ._::........ _ _.;
loudspeaker system is a matter for debate, but for the d_,222';21Z?,?:_?_SL:_i_<'; ,_T_¥ :,vd:,_,_!iIl.,c_:i:,ilit;/_k/_illi
purpose of thispaper,_n idealloudspe-akcr system will ............' "_:: .............:- +_:+:{+: ': 44-+ :4 :+:_:..........t:
be considered as having flat magnitude and phase re- Z_2,:_Z_!Z_f_!_?_;2_Z_!Z_!Z,_,_!_f;!_!ZZ_ZZ_Z_,_?`_j_,_jZ_
sponses, which remain constant over all forward space ............{--':"i '!":';'!!{............i ': ! i ':':!il............f':HiSii ............:
(that is, a flat polar response). This corresponds toa ............; ; ;;4.;;.;;............;. :. ;.; ;.;.;;; ; ; ; ..................k-----:.---k.:--;..;.;.;.;.............:.......;....;.4.4-;.¥:.;...........;.......;....;...;...;4.;.;.;............
system that instantly produces an impulse over the entire ............I------+--+..¥.:..:+:._..........:.......',...i. :.',..:i .:..:........:......',....:..:.+.:..;..:..:.............:
listening space (when driven by an impulse), which is Z2Z!Ziiiii;ii!iii!2111!!i!i!............J !i i !i!!J ..... i i i i i!iJi.........i, , , , ,,,,, , , , , ,,,,, , , , ,,,,,,

an unrealistic aiming point for an equalization scheme ,o ...........:--':'"':"?':":':'_,'_,.........;-----:-..-_--:.-:?_.?:...... :-.--.--:....:.-.?.-:::t:.....
O.Ot 20.42

fortworeasons. _'"_'_'"""

1)There must be some delay, as physical delays are (a)
incurred in the signal transmission path which cannot

be equalized.(It is not possibleto generatenegative ................. s
to_ag (dB)

time. ) :::2::::::X;::::::::::::::::::::::::............!:121!:;7111!11!i!i!i!.........!:i;:iii!i:ii!iii!:i:!i;!i!i!i!i! "
, .............. ,,, i , , , ,,,,,

2) The polar response is a function of multiway ..2212':Z12722_:23"!"[?!252Zi:i'3Z:i:[2':.L"2!.!':.525LZ2::"zZi22i.27'5'[':":':':.... :
crossover networks and the physical construction of ...........:.- -:--::. ::::: :-- '_;'-..,-x_-_,'-'-:'-r--:'---:i;;:;i:;ii;:;i}ZZi;ili
the loudspeaker system. Hence no amount of equali- _ ........:_=;_,'_'!?i c .....i ': : ! ':':i!! _cY_":_':-_'_;; i

zation can achieve this requirement ina simple stereo iiiiii!iii!iiiiii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii}iiiiiiii ......... _i,system. , ........ iiiXiiiiii......... ZiiZi:iZ?::i:iii?i??iiiiiZi::i,
A better approach is to aim for a flat-magnitude re- ii212':iLiL':iiiiXii[iilii',ZiiZii',iZi[7':iii':iii?i[i':i!',Z7ZiZiii[ZilXXZ':iiZZZiii

sponse with a pure delay (linear phase) over a finite ............¥ ;-:;;::;; ............¥ 4-: ;:::_: ...... : : 4¥:;;;: ............;............k-.--4---;..-1-[ :M:...........4..----;---.;;1',.44-4........ 4-.-4--4-.-1---W,-1-4-4.............:

listening space(or afunction thereof). With this concept ............i---..+--<.:..:.+:..:..........:.......',...+.._...',:._:..:..........: -',--.--:.--:--+-:-.i.-:-_.............:............i------";----l'-':---;-'-:-i'H ...... ;-'---'";--"r-'f--';'H'-:--: ; "r 'f'":"'H"H'f
of a realistic loudspeaker system's response, theprac .........................................................................................................................................,, ..,.,. , , . .,,_,, , , _,.,,,, ,
tical target requirements of the equalizer need to be ...........:-: ::::::_ ............_, : :t:r_t_ ..........: :-<-?:?:t: ...........:O.Ol 20.41

clarified. _.............

First, consideration must be given to the measure- (b)

ments on which the equalizer should be based. The on- Fi.g. 1. Measured loudspeaker magnitude responses. (a) On-
axis measurement appears to be an obvious choice. But ax_s response. (b) Spatially averaged response.

740 J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 39, No. 10, 1991 October
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a smoothing function in the frequency domain can be equalization techniques are discussed elsewhere (see,
represented as an effective reduction in the order of for example, Greiner [6]), and therefore will not be

the loudspeaker system response. Thus a practical ad- considered further here. Note that this equalization is
vantage is gained with the averaged response, as the performed in software at a "postprocessing" stage, and
equalizer based on the inverse response will be cor- not in hardware, prior to the loudspeaker measurement.

respondingly of lower order. Referring back to Fig. 1, Similar consideration must be given to the high-fie-
the averaged response exhibits a downward tilting re- quency rolloff of the loudspeaker. Fortunately in non-
sponse relative to the axial measurement. The downward oversampled systems, there is usually no need to pay
tilt is due to the increasingly directional higher fre- specific attention to this point, as the response of the
quency response, a trait common to most loudspeaker digital filter is bounded by the Nyquist frequency. This
systems. An equalizer based on the averaged measure- is generally below the frequency at which tweeters begin
ment is therefore likely to produce a perceived high-fie- to fall off.
quency emphasis effect that will be audibly objec-

tionable. 2 CURRENT DIGITAL EQUALIZATION SCHEMES
It is the authors' belief that a better solution involves

some form of compromise between the axial- and av- The use of FIR filters in digital equalization schemes
eraged-response-based equalization schemes. For ex- seems a logical choice. Briefly, functions with arbitrary
ample, the average is formed from a set of weighted magnitude and phase are readily generated. This is
measurements, that is, the on-axis measurement is particularly useful for equalization schemes where the
normalized to unity, with a reduction in weight as the equalizer is determined by an impulse response derived
angle off axis is increased. Alternatively, an averaged from the complementary frequency response of the
measurement can be used with compensation for the loudspeaker system (taking into account the low-fre-
high-frequency rolloff. These ideas are largely con- quency equalization). Further, FIR filters are well suited
jecture at the moment, and before any definitive con- to optimization techniques, giving simplified design
clusions can be made on this subject, more work is tools and also the possibility of adaptive equalizers.
required on the subjective effects of the various equal- For a more enlightening description of FIR filter design
ization schemes. It may be that different loudspeaker and implementation, the reader is referred to one of
systems require differing equalization strategies. For the numerous books on the subject, such as [7], [8].
example, the response exhibited by asymmetrical con- Jensen [3] adopts a deterministic approach where
structions would not necessarily benefit from the same the system is made up of three filters, each covering a
equalization strategy as that required by symmetrical fraction of the audio band. The lower frequency band
constructions, filters operateon subsampleddata which, after filtering,

A point regarding low-frequency equalization is worth are then oversampled back to the original sampling
mentioning at this stage. Unless the loudspeaker system frequency and combined with the higher frequency
in question is specifically designed to accept bass ex- bands to form the broad-band equalizer. The decimation
tension, its practice is not recommended from either and interpolation process is necessary to provide suf-
digital-implementation or high-fidelity contexts. From ficient resolution of equalization over the entire fre-
the digital perspective, a boost in magnitude of any quency range, which cannot be achieved with a simple
frequency band demands an increase in signal dynamic system using existing digital signal processors, as the
range at the output of the digital filter. As all current number of coefficients is prohibitive.
digital systems work on a fixed-word-length architecture A different approach, adopted by Mourjopoulos [4],
(even if the digital processor has floating-point capa- for example, uses optimization procedures such as the
bility, the signal ultimately has to be presented to a least mean squares (LMS) algorithm. In [4], Mourjop-
finite-precision DAC), a gain boost in one frequency oulos describes the equalization of a system response
band actually translates to attenuation in all other bands, as a deconvolution process. Here the error function,
Consequently the digital filter will exhibit a reduced used to optimally generate the equalizer coefficients,
dynamic range and possibly suffer from other unde- is formed from the difference between the desired output
sirable distortion artifacts caused by the signal re- and the convolution of an FIR filter (the equalizer)

quantization. From a mechanical perspective, bass ex- with the system's response. Typically, in acoustic ap-
tension will extend the diaphragm displacement, plications, direct implementation of this method is
overdriving the loudspeaker and causing excessive confined to low-sampling-rate systems or otherwise
nonlinear distortion. Because of these considerations, restricted bandwidth systems. This is because the

low-frequency equalization will not generally be con- number of coefficients required to equalize low-fre-
sidered a function of the digital equalizer. For the quency anomalies or high-Q resonances is too great

equalizer design process used in this paper, in order for existing digital signal processors.
to prevent the optimization scheme from attempting The limiting factor in all FIR-based equalizers is
low-frequency equalization, the signal presented to the that the amount of processing involved is directly related
algorithm must be preequalized. This is achieved by to the impulse duration required by the equalization
deriving an equalizer based on the low-frequency elec- task. The application of IIR filters is therefore attractive
troacoustic model of a loudspeaker system. Such where the extended impulse response possible is better

d. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 39, No. 10, 1991 October 741
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suited to the equalization requirements. The following The output y(n), when the filter is driven by x(n), is
section describes an IIR approach to the equalization
problem. N M

y(n) = _ x(n - i)bi + _ y(n - j)aj . (1)
i=0 )=]

3 EQUALIZER DESIGN

If the filter is driven by 8(n),Although it may be possible to design an IIR equalizer

analytically; tile complicated nature of both the filter _v M

type and the functions to be equalized makes this ap- y(n) = _ 5(n - i)bi + _, y(n - j)aj . (2)
proach impractical. An optimization approach, there- i=0 j=i
fore, appears preferable and is the method used here.

The mixed-phase nature exhibited by most loudspeaker For n > N,
systems creates severe problems for IIR equalization
schemes. The presence of zeros in the right-hand side N
of the s plane, in mixed-phase signals, leads to an _ _(n - i)bi = 0 . (3)

i=0
acausal equalizer response. This implies that any "true"

IIR equalizer would be unstable. (It would have poles Hence the output of the filter will bein the right-hand side of the s plane.) It is therefore

not possible to use the direct deconvolution approach g

adopted in [4], [5]. Thus an alternative strategy is y(n) = _ y(n - j)aj . (4)
needed, j=l

As the response of all loudspeaker systems (one would

hope) is both causal and stable, another strategy is to If a0 = 0 is assumed, then
form a model of the loudspeaker response. Using the
coefficients obtained from the model, the minimum- g
and excess-phase components can be isolated and dealt y(n) = _ y(n - j)aj (5)

j=0
with separately. (The excess-phase component is the

objectionable factor, demanding the acausal equalizer which is the response of an FIR filter excited by its
response.) The design of an equalizer using this ap- own previous outputs. Thus it would appear that the
proach requires four steps: feedback coefficients can be found using standard

1) Loudspeaker system modeling using an IIR filter Wiener estimation techniques. The function to be min-
2) Separation of minimum- and excess-phase corn- imized, giving the optimum coefficient set, in the LMSportents sense, is
3) Formation of minimum-phase equalizer (magnitude

equalizer) L-I L-1

4) Formation of excess-phase equalizer (all-pass I = _ eZ(n) = _ [y(n) - _(n)] 2 (6)
equalizer). ,=N+1 ,=N+ 1

3.1 Loudspeaker System Modeling L-_ M 2

Thissectiondescribesatechniquewhichgenerates I = _ [y(n) - _ _(n - j)aj ] (7)coefficients of an IIR model using the LMS algorithm. ,=u+l j=l
The LMS algorithm is particularly well suited to FIR
structures (tapped delay lines) where the correlation where y(n) is the system response, _ is the estimated

cancellation loop (CCL), described by Morgan and Craig
[9], is readily employed. The stability complications

encountered in IIR filters generally require more ad-
vanced algorithms, such as SHARF by Larimore et al. x(n) /

[10]. However, if, as in the case of system modeling, I/7

the system, and therefore the model also, is driven
only by an impulse, the modeling process has a number

of simplifications. The process can now be decomposed

into two parts: the time period when the feedforward _'(n) q
coefficients have no effect on the model output, and
the period when both feedback and feedforward coef-

ficients contribute to the output. Thus simpler opti-
mization, combined with deterministic approaches, can
be used to find the feedback and feedforward coeffi-

cients, respectively. This aspect is illustrated by the
following.

Consider the direct from 1 IIR structure of Fig. 2. Fig. 2. Direct form 1 IIR filter structure.

742 d. Audio Eng. Sot., Vol. 39, No. 10, 1991 October
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response, and e(n) is the error between the desired and in a stable condition. If the modeling process does

the estimated responses. L is the length of the impulse continue to diverge, a smaller damping factor txshould
response over which the optimization is being per- be tried. To the authors' knowledge, there is no way
formed. Note that the function given in Eq. (7) differs to optimally determine the damping factor, as the input
from the standard LMS problem, as the signal driving to the modeling filter is not known a priori. To date
the filter is not known a priori. Therefore a direct so- trial-and-error methods (and some educated guesses
lution to the normal equations 1 is not possible. Instead, gained with experience) have been used to determine
the approach used to minimize the function in Eq. (7) a suitable damping factor. It should be noted that the
uses a gradient search (or steepest descent) algorithm, smaller the damping factor, the more accurate the
The gradient search method attempts to approximate final model will be. As this is not a real-time appli-
the gradient of the error function by iteratively searching cation, the reduction in the algorithm's convergence
along the line of steepest descent (given by an estimate rate is not a crucial factor, while its stability is. Note
of the current error gradient function). The filter coef- also that the model should be optimized over a time
ficient values are found by iteratively evaluating the period where the training signal is clearly converging.
function This will pull the model into a similarly convergent

pattern.
Oe2(n) Let us now determine the feedforward coefficients.

A(n + 1) = A(n) - tx -- (8)OA Having found the feedback coefficients, a simple method
for obtaining the feedforward coefficients is as follows:

where A denotes the coefficient vector and tx is a damp-
ing factor. Substituting the error function e2(n) from Consider time n -- 0
Eq. (7) into Eq. (8) leads to the simple coefficient

update formula y(0) = b0_(0)

>> bo = y(0)
aj(n + 1) -- aj(n) + 21xe(n)y(n -j) (9)

then at time n = 1
from which we see that no a priori knowledge is required
of the filter input, as only the current error value and y(1) -- big(n) + aty(O)
previous filter outputs are required to form an estimate
of the error gradient. >> b] -- y(1) - aly(O)

At this stage it is worth discussing a couple of points
about the algorithm. It is possible to find adirect solution and so on, until time _ N,
(as opposed to the iterative gradient search method)
bymakingaslightmodificationtoEq.(7).Ifthemod- bN = y(N) - aly(N - 1) - a2y(N - 2)
eling filter is driven by the known system response,
instead of the estimated response, the optimization be- - .... aNy(O) · (10)
comes the standard solution of the LMS problem. This
will indeed, give an optimum solution over the period Eq. (10) is a general equation, which is used to find
for which it has been optimized. However, there is no all of the feedforward coefficients from a knowledge
control of the response of the filter beyond this point, of the impulse response and the previously found feed-
This procedure has been attempted, and has been found back coefficients.
to work satisfactorily, in cases where the system re- The procedures described for finding the feedforward
sponse is well behaved and of finite order. When applied and feedback coefficients are used in a program which
to acoustic measurements, the modeling algorithm calculates a specified-order model from a given system

'-' nearly always produced an unstable filter. We return impulse response. Fig. 3(a) shows the frequency and
time domain responses of a commercial loudspeaker_' now to the gradient search algorithm given in this paper.

The coefficient updates are made based on an estimate system and Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding responses
of the error gradient. If, at one point, an estimate is of a 40th-order model. The order of the model is ar-

.: generated which produces an unstable filter, the error bitrary. However, the accuracy of the model is directly
term will begin to diverge. This divergence effectively related to its order, which is seen in both the residual
indicates that the last update was not made in the di- mean squared error and the response plots. Fig. 3(c)
rection of steepest descent and, therefore, will force a shows the responses of a 55th-order model, where the
reversal in the search direction, bringing the model improved accuracy is readily observed. An interesting
back into a stable condition. Thus provided the initial feature of this modeling procedure is that, although it

coefficients give a stable filter (generally the feedback is optimized in the time domain, the model tends to
coefficients are set to zero), the model should remain lock onto the most dominant resonances that are apparent

in the frequency domain. This is observed in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), where the lower order model follows a smoothed

] The details of LMS techniques will not be covered here.
For the interested reader there are a number of texts available version of the loudspeaker response. The higher order
on the subject. See, for example, [11]. model bears the same general characteristic, but has
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also managed to pick up some finer detail in the fre- the simple case of no repetitive poles), giving
quency response. An explanation for this phenomenon
comes from noting that the response of an IIR filter M
can be formed from the summation of geometric series. H(z) Z Z Ri

= -- + RM+I (12)
i=1 Z -- (X i

Consider the frequency response of an IIR filter, given

by the z transform of Eq. (2), where eLi are the filter poles and Ri are the residues
found from the filter zeros. Eq. (12) transforms into

N the summation of geometric series in the time domain,
biz-i giving

H(z) = i=0 (1 1)M
M

1 - _ ajz -j h(n) = _ Riotn + RM+l_(n ) . (13)
j=l

i=1

This can be split into its partial fraction expanson (for Eq. (13) shows how the pole locations in the frequency

phase (rad) PHASERESPONSE (rad) P_SE RESPONSE
3.1

-3.: L...' ...... -3.11 "
0.01 frequency (kHz) .... 20',42 0.01 freq'uency (kHz') .... 20.42

amp 1HPULSERESPONSE I amp INPULSERESPONSE

5.6 .... ',. ',', ', ','_ i ..'v....", i • ', ', ',... [ .',......', 13'2 I i i i. ',. ', ', .',......',.. i ....',......i ,.',.....',..." .i
.....i ; : .... ; : ...', : ;.....',
, i: ',: , ":i .......... i..................... -:; ; ; : ;; ;

....._': ":: I iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!illiii!

i i _L.....,..;.:,.5_ :-i: : : : : : : :
L ................

................... iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiiii!................... ii

...........................................................................................................................................................'o!il !!!i!!i ..........

....._. .., ,.... , • ,..., i,

i ',.....',.. i i ',.....', i.......',..',

.... i
-9.C " ?: ; i i +i 'i i "i ",: -5.

0.0d ..... tiAe_.,_.......... 0.09

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Loudspeaker system responses. (a) Measured. (b) 40th-order model. (c) 55th-order model.
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domain are directly related to the time domain response lock onto these resonances in preference to weaker
of the IIR filter. The correlation cancellation loop [Eq. amplitude resonances.
(9)] works by locking onto correlations within the signal.
It is therefore likely that the most dominant (or high- 3.2 Separation of Minimum- and Excess-Phase
Q) resonances will be the first to be picked up by the Components
modeling process. This accounts for the lower order Separation of the minimum and excess-phase eom-
model's ability to extract the main features of the loud- portents requires the factorization of a z-domain poly-

speaker response and discard the finer details first. While nomial into its poles and zeros. In the z domain a mixed-
this aspect of the modeling process is in most cases phase function is one in which zeros are present outside
desirable, from a subjective perspective, one must be the unit circle (excess-phase zeros). For example, Fig.
aware that all-pass responses are also capable of ex- 4(a) shows a pole-zero plot of a typical mixed-phase
hibiting very high Q resonances. All-pass responses, function in the z domain. A mixed-phase function can
if not inaudible, are certainly less audibly significant be represented by all-pass and minimum-phase functions
than most amplitude anomalies. Yet, the model will in cascade, as follows:

(Z -- t/m)(Z -- ne)
H(z)=

nag(dB) I'FFIGNIIIJD£RESPONSE (z -- dl)(Z -- d2)

(z- nm)(Zn*- 1) z- ne (14)

ii !i '(z) : (z--a')(z--a2)Zne*-- I
..... H( ) ( )H ( ),,, : , ,, z = Hmi n z ap z· : '"i'"i' , , , :: .............

..L i: ::.i',:

· .: :: :.:.:::: : ,.: .: : ::::..: : .-:...:.: .::: :.'-....... where nm and ne denote roots inside and outside the: : ::.:::: . :..:.i :::;:..: ........
: : :: :;:: : : ::::;:: : unit circle, respectively, and * denotes the complex
: '_: :::::: ........: ; :":::_':: : conjugate.
ii Z!ii i!!!:!Z:!i:iZl:iZ:i!iZZZ:i!iiii!iiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiliilZii!iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!i!iiiiiil In essence, the minimum-phase function is formed

0.0_ _r.qu,,cy(kHz) z0._2 simply by replacing the excess-phase zeros by their
reflection about the unit circle. Similarly, the all-pass
function is formed from the excess-phase zeros and

_h_,,(r.d_ PHgsERESPONSE poles, which are the excess-phase zeros reflected about

I i i i':i[i the unit circle. To demonstrate this graphically, the
:. ..... pole-zero plots of the minimum-phase and all-pass

functions are given in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively.

imaginary Imaginary

Real "."-Real

r'

anp INPULSE RESPONSE: : : : :. :,: : (a) (b)
,.. ,. , ,......,......,...., ,.._,

" <

! [ i ! i ! i ! i ! i ! i

/
i iiZiiiiili?i!iliii?ii?iii?i?i]iiiiiii:Ci?iiiiiil]Zi?iili

g.0fi ..... ti;e (;ns) .......... 9.99 (C)

(c) Fig. 4. Pole and zero plots. (a) Fourth-ordermixed-phase
function. (b) Corresponding fourth-order minimum-phase

Fig. 3. continued, function. (c) Corresponding second-order all-pass function.
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From Eq. (14) the minimum-phase function contains Typically, some form of time window is applied to the
all its zeros inside the unit circle and is therefore in- impulse response in order to constrain its duration.

vertible (the criterion for stability in the z domain being Now, applying a time window to an all-pass response
that all poles must be contained within the unit circle), will result in the response no longer being all pass.
while the all-pass function contains all its zeros outside Thus unless the filter is of sufficient length to completely
the unit circle and is therefore noninvertible. Now an accommodate the mixed-phase equalizer, only mini-
all-pass function, as its name suggests, passes all fre- mum-phase equalization should be attempted. This re-
quencies with unity gain. Therefore the minimum-phase suits in an all-pass response from the equalized system,
function contains all the magnitude characteristics of which certainly is preferable to the amplitude distortions
the loudspeaker system response. Magnitude and min- that would have been incurred had the excess-phase
imum-phase equalization can, therefore, be performed equalizer impulse response been prematurely truncated.
by the inverse minimum-phase function, while equal- Referring back to Eq. (14), we note that the all-pass
ization of the resulting all-pass response requires an function is formed from a set of matched pole-zero
additional equalizer based on the all-pass function, pairs. Elimination of any pole-zero pairs, from the set

of pairs, will not affect the amplitude response (that
3.3 Formation of Minimum- and Excess-Phase is, an all-pass filter remains all pass). Using this prop-
Equalizers erty, one can discard any slowly decaying all-pass res-

The minimum-phase equalizer is the reciprocal of onances from the all-pass function and use the remaining
the minimum-phase function found in the Sec. 3.2. pairs to equalize the remaining phase distortion. In
The polynomial in the z domain is converted into the loudspeaker systems, the all-pass resonances that are
filter coefficients using the relationship observed be- likely to cause a problem will be with low-frequency
tween Eqs. (1) and (11). This produces an IIR filter crossovers. If the pole-zero pairs associated with this
capable of equalizing all magnitude effects over the crossover region are discarded, in most cases an FIR
entire frequency range. Application of this type of filter of sufficient length can be derived to deal with
equalizer is discussed in the following section, the not so demanding, but more significant midband

The excess-phase equalization is considerably more crossover distortion. To demonstrate the possibilities
problematical. As was shown in preceding sections, of this procedure, Fig. 6(a) shows a fifth-order all-pass
an IIR equalizer based directly on the inverse function
is not possible. Looking at the problem from a different
perspective, the all-pass characteristic is a result of Z,,'=-,E,_PO,_E
pure phase or delay effects, which can be equalized _°._I____",I_-I'.-I',I_I'._.:

with the time-reversed version of the phase or delay I!!!!!!!!i!!i!!!!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!i !!i!!!!!!!!!!!!iiiiiiiiii!i!i!i!! ! i

effects. Thus,

eJt°_e -j°_r = 1 (15)

where coisthefrequencyvariableandcristhefrequency- ;-'; '. '; '. '. ; ; '_ '. '. '. '; '; '. '; '; i
dependent phase function. Although negative time is ____________________________________________7_______________________________________________________________________________________7i
unrealizable, it is possible to introduce an overall delay. .+...+.+.++ : _ +.. ', : + : i + : : + :..............i---_---+---: ---!---.:---_---+ : : : : : ; : ; : ; :
Hence the phase equalization is affected as follows: ______!______!_______!______!_______!______!_______!_____!_______!______!_______!______!_______!______``______!_ii!iiiiiii!iiiii!iiiii

, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

......:___:___:__:___:___:___:__,r_._r__:___:___:___:___H_._:.:_ :<--:

ejCOcreJO_(,-cr) = ej_O, . ,.8 ................................................................t",2."i2.; ........................................................i:,8 I

which is a pure delay or linear phase shift. Note that (a)
the time delay "r must be chosen such that T - cr > 0
for all co. ,,PULSE,E_,o.,_

Although approximations to a pure delay can be made ..... 1111111!111111!1111111!111111!1111111!117______!_.___!_______``______!_______!______!_______!______!______!______!_______!______!___i
with IIR filters, it seems more expedient to make use _______i______i_______i______!_______!____.._.______!______________i______!_______!______i______________i_______`.____5___?7_______!____ii

of FIR techniques where delays are inherent of the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiilii17ii171i177',iiiiiiiliiii
structure. Thus the phase equalizer is formed from the .......i :-++-.; ...........; : + +._.: + : + + _ : ;

.......}---;---+---:---+--_---i- : ', : ; : : : ', ; ; i : i

time-reversed, time-shifted, and time-windowed im- ...:i_i_. ......:..-..._--..---:...-.-'.-.----.:---.-',----:--.-.-'.---.-.-_......,...-.-: - ,. !
pulse response. The all-pass impulse response is derived iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliii ......!?ii ' !:?i:: : : ': ": i

from the all-pass function found in Sec. 3.2. Fig. 5(a) i _-!i ......;......_.......',......_......:,......:.....:......;......:......;...',.' I......;___;.._+.____.,,_H_____:,_.i--:,---:---i---.:. : i
gives an example of an all-pass impulse response and ......_.....+....+......,,......._.........._.....+....+.......,......+....+_+..:......+......:......+.._::

Fig. 5(8) gives the corresponding impulse used to form iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.i,iiiiii!......i.......i......J......i......i.......i......J.......i.,j. i.....J.......!
the equalizer. "-:-----',--.----i------_------.i.............i------i-------i------i-.-----!-....i......i.----.i.------i-----.i.-,i -i..-!

As an aside, a useful feature of the filter derivation .... _iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili
0 t_ (.s) 4.98

process is that it allows a limited amount of control of
the impulse duration requirements that are demanded (b)

by the excess-phase equalizer. A major concern with Fig. 5. Impulse responses. (a) All-pass function. (b) Cor-
all FIR filters is the duration of the impulse response, responding equalizer function.
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· .P ...... .IMPOLSERE,SP0U,SE......... response obtained from a measured loudspeaker. Along
........... ·: : : :..: : : withtheall-passresponsecausedbya crossovernetwork

i '. : '. i '. '. '. : : !" i '! i"i centered at 2. 5 kHz, the all-pass function contains two
........ _ :...: : : : : : : : : slowlydecayingresonances(one at approximately100
............. ' : .... Hzand theotherat 20kHz).Thepole-zero pairs as-
............ : : ': : : : : sociated with these two troublesomeresonancesare

................... removed,givingtheresponsesshownin Fig. 6(b).The
.:...:..:.....',..;..:....; ...:. : : ;. :. :. : ..: duration of the impulse is now reduced considerably.

........... : :· : _ : : : .: Usingthereduced-orderfunctiontoderive a 70th-order
: '. : : : '. '. : : i i !' '. '. '. :. :.' :." '. FIR equalization filter gives the quasi-excess-phase
................... equalizedresponseshownin Fig. 6(c). The midband
, : ": : : :": phase distortionhas been removedalmostentirely

0.00 time (ns) 9.99

phase (tad) PHflSE RESPONSE amp INPOLSE RESPONSE

I ' It ....................9._....... i{i! ': i iii ! '. '.i'.iiii 9.9 i:: i i >: :

iii:iXi!i_?i?:i!{:iiill? ......5 :ili:i!?ill!iii!:i, ::i!:ii,i !ii 2Xii:i!i!:i:!:iiiil:iii21111ki!i2111!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::i .... ......................... 1 .....................................................

, ; ;,','. , ; ,. q ;,..' '.....:..:....',.. :,......',...; ..:.._..',......',
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....i i [
',....i : ,

· .i 4...,u i .i .N; ',.....1.....:..i......:....-',-...: ...4.....:-....:

iiii i :i .....................i .. ;... ; ...... ',' '""w'" ','-'"h

i , i i 'i : .................
-3. -0. , , , , _,4;,-.-L,-..I- _.--', ! ! ! I ! I [ I i

0.O! frequency (kHz) 20.42 (1.00 tir_e (fqs) 9.99
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(b) (d)

Fig. 6. Impulse and phase responses. (a) Fifth-order all-pass filter. (b) Third-order all-pass filter derived from (a). (c) Fifth-
order all-pass network after equalization by reduced-order all-pass filter. (d) Magnitude response of all-pass equalizer derived
from original fifth-order all-pass function truncated at 70 samples.
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without compromising the amplitude response. For re- the phase responses and consequently the impulse re-
flection, Fig. 6(d) shows the magnitude response of a spouses are quite different. Thus the application of
70th-order excess-phase equalizer derived from the these equalizers will permit the subjective effects of

original fifth-order all-pass function using a rectangular the excess-phase distortion exhibited by the loudspeaker
window. Note the severe amplitude distortion now in- to be readily observed and compared to measured per-
curred, formance.Suchexperimentshavebeencarriedoutand

This completes the description of loudspeaker were reported elsewhere [13].

equalizer design. The remainder of this paper discusses Equalization also has application in loudspeaker
various applications where this form of equalization system measurement and quality assessment. One de-

may be of use. ficiencyof the impulse measurementtechnique is the
truncation of the impulse before the first reflection [12].

4 APPLICATIONS OF EQUALIZATION
TECHNIQUE

F

!_'_cdB_ .,C..UDERESP0,S_
The principal application is the equalization of a o0.0 i ii. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?:ii .loudspeaker system response. Secondary issues, which .... . . .......... ......... ................... . :.:.:...............

will also be discussed, are its application to the sub-

jectiVesystemeffeCtSmeasurement.Ofphase distortion and to loudspeaker z._ " "_i-_i __":_'_"""_-'_ _ii
dB/ '. '. i". i i'" " '" _ ............. ............. ...............'

For the purpose of this paper, the equalizers dem- I_v , ,.: :,,:: ....:...: .......... ..........................
onstrated are derived from the on-axis response mea- t ........... ....... .........

surement. This is done here because of the ease of ! . i i i

observing the effect of the equalizer on the loudspeaker s0._ i ii i

system's response. This form of equalization also has ... ! ..........iiiill i ii!iljiiiiiiiiii!........i',iiiiiiiiiiil.i.iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiil.i
application to loudspeaker system measurement and j ...........................
quality assessment, which will be discussed later. The 0.01 _r_q......y c_,_ zo.4zi

data on which the equalizer is based are obtained from
an impulse measurement technique similar to that of

Berman and Fincham [12] which provides an impulse ph,__d_ P,ASE_ESP0,SE' 3,1 .......

response in a digital form suitable for direct input into I ii \ i i;ili!

a computer. The frequency response measurements of ',....:....:...:..:.i..:.:

a commercial loudspeaker system (obtained from the i iliillfast Fourier transform of the impulse response) are :
shown in Fig. 3(a) and the corresponding responses of
a 55th-order model in Fig. 3(c). The equalizer responses,
formed from the cascade of a 70th-order FIR filter (ex-

cess-phase equalizer) and the 55th-order IIR filter : ::.i;.:.:........:
(minimum-phase and magnitude equalizer) are shown

in Fig. 7(a). The measured equalized responses, given ',-3._1 .... '.....................,.__LL+_:.... . ........

in Fig. 7(b), show significant improvement in the im- ': 0.eJ _,q......, ok,,) z0.4z
pulse response and, consequently, the frequency re-
sponses as well. The equalized responses presented in

this paper were obtained using a real-time digital ill- 7 _"P _,POLSERESPO,SE
tering system built around the TMS320C25 digital signal ]
processor. The loudspeaker equalizer uses the AES/
EBU digital interface and is therefore compatible with : : : : :.....:..:..:....: : :

mosttwo-boxCDsystems(CD transportand outboard _:__i::!!
DAC). The prototype digital equalizer is shown in Fig. ii i! i!,,1!
8 ......... ' : .: L....', . : i ',....: i i

thisThepapermeth°denables°fderivingsomesubjectiveanequalizerevaluationdescribedofthein .....:_'if.,:....., ii'

: :.loudspeaker'sinherentphasedistortionto be performed : :(as opposed to additionally imposed phase distortion). -10.0 : :
Sec. 3 discussed the implementation of separate equal- o.oo _,, (ns) 9.99
izers, a magnitude with minimum-phase equalizer, and
an excess-phase equalizer. If just the former is used, (a)
the resultant response is all pass, that is, only phase Fig. 7. (a) Magnitude and phase equalizer responses. (b)
distortion is incurred. The minimum-phase (magnitude) Measured loudspeaker responses after magnitude and phase

equalization. (c) Magnitude and minimum-phase equalizer
equalized responses are given in Fig. 7(d). The mag- responses. (d) Measured loudspeaker responses after mag-
nitude responses of Fig. 7(d) and (b) are similar, while nitude and minimum-phase equalization.
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This leads to a loss of information, particularly in the the off-axis responses would show deficiencies of the
low frequencies. In a follow-up paper to [ 12], Fincham system. Three-dimensional plots of the time or fre-
[14] proposes the use of an equalizer to reduce the quency responses versus measurement angle of the
duration of the impulse tail. Hence a reduced amount equalized loudspeaker would illustrate valuable infor-
of information is lost by the truncation. The techniques marion about the performance of a loudspeaker system.
described in this paper are similarly applicable to the

enhancement of acoustic measurements. Indeed, there 5 CONCLUSION
may be some additional gain to be had by removing
higher frequency artifacts from the measurement. These, An equalizer design technique which uses both FIR
too, may lead to an extended impulse response, and IIR filters has been presented. The function of the

Another application of equalization is in loudspeaker IIR filter is to equalize the magnitude response of the
system quality assessment where, briefly, if the loud- loudspeaker. It is believed that, in most instances, an
speaker system is equalized on axis, deterioration of IIR structure will perform this task far more efficiently

I
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Fig. 7. continued.
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than what can be achievedusingFIR structures.The
FIR filter is used to deal with any acausal requirements
of the equalizer. Measured responses, taken from a
real-time digital equalizer, demonstrate significant im-
provements in the loudspeaker's linear transfer function.

A method was introduced for constraining the impulse
response of the FIR filter. This allows practical imple-
mentation of the excess-phase equalizer without com-
promising the amplitude response, although the amount
of excess-phase equalization is now reduced. Fig. 8. Digital loudspeaker equalization system.

A feature of the design process is the ability to separate
the minimum- and excess-phase components of the

system. Thus the audible effects of loudspeaker excess- sured responses. The subjectivity of phase distortion
phase distortion can be assessed and compared to meG- is a controversial topic, and this technique may provide

valuable contributions toward it.

Finally, the application of the scheme to loudspeaker

I..9 CdB_ ,aG,t_UD_RESPO.SE system measurement and quality assessment is sug-

leH.ZZIIIZIJlZiZilIIIIIiJlIilIiZZZIilliiiiiilJZ!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiZZZiiZiiiii!iiiiiiiiilifill............i gested, which could prove useful in loudspeaker system

.......... ............ i.ii............ design and manufacture.
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